Hammocks
SUPER: Brookstone Hammocks are Different

VO: Hi, this is Mike at Brookstone. What makes Brookstone hammocks and accessories

different from the ones you see in the big box stores, are the details and the quality.

VO: They’re handmade to exacting standards, so they stay beautiful and comfortable
season after season.
SUPER: Thick oak spreaders

VO: Thick oak spreaders keep just the right hammock tension to gently cradle you and, and
never let you sink in too far.

C.U. of oak spreaders - with hands pulling on roping
SUPER: Handwoven cotton roping

VO: Handwoven cotton roping is soft to the touch, yet strong enough to hold 450 lbs. We made
our hammock extra wide, so two people can relax comfortably.

C.U. of knotting - hand tugging on knots

VO: You can save money buy choosing one of our all-in-one hammock packages, or buy the
our stand, rope hammock, pad, pillow or other accessories individually.

SUPER: Weather-resistant cushions

VO: Our hammock pads and pillows are soft to the touch. They’re specially treated to stay soft
and keep their color through years of sun and weather. You really can leave them outside
in the sun all season without worrying about fading or wearing.

SUPER: Add a Stand

VO: Our hammock pads and pillows are soft to the touch. They’re specially treated to stay soft
and keep their color through years of sun and weather. You really can leave them outside
in the sun all season without worrying about fading or wearing. Our hammock stand is
made of heavy 12-gauge steel and built with special 360-degree welded joinery for
greater stability. It’s incredibly strong, and, unlike other hammock stands, won’t sag or
squeek when you climb into the hammock.

Detail C.U. showing Hammock attaching to stand
SUPER: Add a Stand

VO: Built-in wheels let you move the hammock to your favorite sunny or shady spot.
C.U. of wheels
Super: Add a Cover and Pillow

VO: Our hammock pads and pillows come in a variety of styles and colors so you can customize
your backyard retreat to your liking. Each one is built to beat the weather year after year.

VO: Enjoy your summer.

